OUR INDUSTRIES

AVIATION/AEROSPACE
Rich in a skilled labor force and business friendly environment; this industry’s prominence in the area makes Bloomfield an unbeatable location.

INSURANCE/FINANCIAL SERVICES
Nearly 50 firms call our town home, including regional and international corporate offices.

RETAIL
Three major shopping areas contribute to a vibrant community offering a full range of services.

DISTRIBUTION/LOGISTICS
Proximity to 4 major U.S. cities and Montreal, Canada, as well as a primary interstate system and an international airport make for an ideal location for a New England/International hub.

MANUFACTURING
Some 75 manufacturing firms with products ranging from lasers and medical devices to helicopters and airframe retooling; an industrial concentration matched by few other Connecticut communities.

BLOOMFIELD MEANS BUSINESS

Your Business Should be in BLOOMFIELD!

CONTACT
David Driver
203.988.4943
ddriver@gomanyork.com

Rob Rowlson
860.706.4416
rrowlson@gomanyork.com

José Giner
Director of Planning & Economic Development
860.769.3514
jginer@bloomfieldct.org

Bloomfield Center Business Alliance
econdev@bloomfieldct.org

econdev@bloomfieldct.org

Your Business Should be in BLOOMFIELD!
Bloomfield has a diverse, deep and data-rich economy. Bloomfield is dominated by companies which mirror the strong industrial clusters supported and promoted by the State of Connecticut. Bloomfield enjoys direct Regional, National and International access to major markets throughout the world.

WHY BLOOMFIELD?
- Large tracts of undeveloped industrial land
- Strategic location within New England
- Access to a highly skilled workforce
- Perfect place for a small business or international headquarters
- Attractive business-friendly community
- Complete infrastructure and utilities